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the devices may lack the right capabilities or may produce substandard contributions due to device limitations. Additionally,
contributors may attempt to act as free-riders by refusing
to spend resources on training the model. Instead, they try
to benefit solely from the contributions of other users [5].
While many federated learning models demand a sufficient
level of participation to training, even this approach is not
sufficient as the free-riders may simply send random parameter
updates, which can actually harm the overall model [6].
Ensuring sufficient quality for the federated learning model
and overcoming these limitations requires new ways to boost
the contributions of individuals, while preserving the quality
of the data. At the same time, the anonymous nature of the
contributions can give malicious entities an opportunity to
hamper the global AI model. Thus, an additional layer of
social trust can improve the resilience of the system and help
to overcome misuse.
The present paper contributes social-aware federated learning, the use of social connections to boost the training contributions in FL. These connections can either be known people,
which implies a trusted relationship with the contributing
person, or opportunistic contacts that are within the range
of device-to-device connections [7]. Social-aware FL can simultaneously prevent situations where a client seeks to obtain
benefits without contributing (i.e., free-rider problem), introduce trust in training process through social connections [8],
and mitigate the risk of malicious contributions. Our work
harnesses social connections for fostering participation in the
learning process, whereas previous works have been limited
to using social connections to improve security and to avoid
malicious by determining with whom to share model updates
or who to use as the aggregator [9]. In terms of improving
the rate of FL contributions, the main alternatives for socialaware FL are to crowdsource the contributions and to rely
on a centralized authority to coordinate model updates or to
offer incentives to motivate individuals to contribute [10], [11].
We reflect on the state-of-the-art to identify key challenges
and open issues, provide ways to overcome these challenges,
and establish a research roadmap with the aim of acting as a
catalyst for further research.
To understand the potential and the limitations of socialaware FL, we conduct an experiment with N = 30 participants

Abstract—Federated learning (FL) is a promising privacypreserving solution to build powerful AI models. In many FL
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data which limits their contributions to the global model. We
contribute social-aware federated learning as a solution to boost
the contributions of individuals by allowing outsourcing tasks to
social connections. We identify key challenges and opportunities,
and establish a research roadmap for the path forward. Through
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incentives for FL showing that social-aware collaborations can
significantly boost the number of contributions to a global model
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Federated learning (FL) has emerged as a potent mechanism
for training powerful AI models in a decentralized and privacypreserving way [1]. Federated learning is particularly powerful
for emerging smartphone and smart device scenarios, such as
healthcare or smart cities [2], as it enables individuals to take
advantage of their devices to collect data and to train the model
without needing to release data from the devices. Another
benefit of federated learning is that it can take advantage of
parallelization and decentralization to minimize the resource
demands of individual devices.
The performance of FL models is intrinsically linked with
the availability of training contributions from individuals
which in turn depends on the data they can collect. Indeed, if
the data used for training is limited, the final model may suffer
from poor generality as it fails to capture the true distribution
of the data [3]. In the worst case, the model may even fail
to converge if the data is too heterogeneous [4]. Given the
heterogeneity of smart device ecosystems, the risk of failing
to access sufficient amounts of the right data is significant as
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to investigate the willingness of users to outsource tasks to
other users. The results of our study show that individuals
are interested in delegating tasks to others, and that the users
are willing to execute the tasks for other users, provided that
suitable incentive mechanisms are in place. Our work paves
the way towards innovative social mechanisms for boosting
contributions to training FL models and enables users to
benefit from the FL model even when they lack the necessary
capability to contribute to the model training themselves.

at a given location [7]. Probing times can also be considered
when outsourcing a FL task to social connections to guarantee
that tasks are not rejected by the delegate [13].
Recurring issues: There are also challenges that recur in
all kinds of social-aware systems [4]. For example, besides
participation and engagement, the distribution opportunities
are governed by social contacts which are limited. This may
require solutions where further distribution is allowed, i.e., the
social contact further propagates the request to one of his/her
own contacts until the task can be executed. There are also
recurring issues that affect the implementation of the FL model
itself. For example, data can be highly heterogeneous, relying
on sensors that only some devices have, or on multi-modal
data that requires contributions from different sources. This
requires the underlying FL model to be generic so that it can
aggregate the different types of data. The data may also contain dependencies and come from different distributions (i.e.,
the data is non-I.I.D.) which requires separate mechanisms,
such as using data augmentation or local tuning, to ensure
convergence [14]. Another recurring issue is privacy. Even if
FL itself has been designed to be privacy preserving, there
are attacks that can violate the user’s privacy (e.g., data or
model inversion). At the same time, user’s may not be fully
aware of the privacy protection they are offered – especially
as they may not be aware of what happens to the data once it
has been collected. Improving the user’s level of trust requires
methods that foster transparency, e.g., by offering explanations
of the inner functions of the FL pipeline and provide insights
into the processing that is happening on the background [15].
Trustworthiness of FL models is difficult to achieve as a
successful attack can be easily propagated to all the involved
devices [12]. This then requires instrumenting each client and
having them troubleshoot the model. Thus, further mechanisms
and architectures that prevent attacks are also required.

II. C HALLENGES AND O PPORTUNITIES
Collaborative compensation: Social links alone are not sufficient for supporting FL as people are prone to churn, i.e.,
their willingness to contribute wanes over time. Incentives
are a potential way to overcome – or at least mitigate this
issue [10], [11]. Incentives for FL need to account for the
complexity of the contributions as they affect the overall
ecosystem in improving the global model instead of benefiting
the initiator directly. The incentives should take these roles
into consideration and potentially compensate both the person
executing the task and the person serving as intermediary. At
the same time, the compensation may be drawn from other
users of the FL system as they all potentially benefit from the
contribution to the model.
Data poisoning: Robust training of FL models requires multiple individuals to contribute aggregated data. This, however
can be exploited by malicious actors that exploit the system
or compromise it through other forms of misuse. For example,
so-called data poisoning can be used to hamper the AI
inference process. Despite the several methods for detecting
data poisoning [12] or other attacks, enforcing them with each
model update is difficult. Incorporating an additional layer of
trust based on social connections can reduce the possibility
of aggregating poisoned updates to the global model. While
social links are expected to increase the level of trust in the
data providers, social links can also become a source of attacks
when digital identities are stolen. For example, smartphones
can have exploits (e.g., malware) without the users noticing
them. These vulnerabilities can be used to poison the data
that contributes to the global model or even the model itself.
Overcoming this issue requires solutions that analyze the
influence of individual contributions to the global model. For
malicious actors, reputation mechanisms can offer a way to
disqualify users that poison the data, e.g., by offering a way
to rank the users based on the quality of their contributions.
Training moments: Ensuring high accuracy for a FL model
requires multiple training rounds – at least until the model
starts to converge. The processing time that is needed for these
rounds can be significant and hamper the normal functionality
of the device. As the key benefit of FL is avoiding data
disclosure, this process cannot even be offloaded. Ensuring the
training does not hamper the user’s everyday activities requires
a mechanism that allows suspending and later resuming the
training on the individual devices. Alternatively, methods that
quantify the duration of time in which users can dedicate time
and resources for a training task can be adopted, e.g., it is
possible to quantify and predict the stability of a user’s stay

III. S OCIAL -AWARE F EDERATED L EARNING
Model and Assumptions: We consider a federated learning
scenario where people with smartphones or other IoT devices
collect data and use that to train a local model which is then
shared with an aggregator in exchange for a global model
that can be used to improve services on the local device.
We assume the FL application can access the social contacts
of the participant’s friends or other social contacts that have
the same application installed. Each participant is expected
to contribute a certain number of updates to the model and
a separate coordinator is responsible for requesting these
updates. The coordinator is typically provided by a centralized
authority but it is also possible to choose the coordinator
in a decentralized way using social voting. Each time the
device sends valid updates, it receives a compensation from an
incentive mechanism used by the FL algorithm. Social-aware
FL extends the basic FL by allowing the device to delegate
the request to one of their social contacts. In this case, the
device serves as initiator and the social contact as a delegate.
When tasks are delegated, the initiator is assumed to share all
or part of the compensation they receive from the incentive
mechanism with the delegate. Whenever a new user downloads
2

the application, they are shared the current model parameters
to ensure their training contributions are most useful for the
current model.
Implementations: As shown in Figure 1, there are different
ways to implement social-aware federated learning in practice
and the specifics depend on the overall implementation of
the federated learning system. This also determines which
information needs to be exchanged between devices. In a fully
distributed case, the initiator needs to share their local model
with the delegate who then needs to load the model into
memory and update it before sending the model parameters
back to the initiator which then sends them to the aggregator.
Depending on the nature of the contracts, this type of system may require a separate reputation system to ensure the
delegate gets compensated by the initiator. Alternatively, the
initiator and delegate can establish a contract that is verified
by the device(s) being responsible for aggregation, and the
compensation can be then handled in line with this contract.
In case a centralized aggregator exists, as is common in
federated learning scenarios, the compensation scheme would
be coordinated through the coordinator. The initiator can then
either inform the delegate of the task descriptor and its own
id or send the full model parameters to the delegate as in
the distributed case. The delegate can then send the updated
parameters directly to the aggregator and, if needed, share with
the initiator.
Communications: The communication between the devices
depends on the characteristics of the federated learning task.
Most FL tasks correspond to horizontal FL where each device
shares the same feature space but has access to different
samples. In this case the model is trivial to share as all
devices have exactly the same structure. In many smart device
scenarios, including our experiments, devices have access to
different sensors that need to be integrated to learn a common
model. Thus, the feature space of the devices is different. This
is known as vertical FL which typically requires different
architecture [2]. One possibility is to rely on a hierarchical
model where each sensor (type) has separate convolutional
structure, and a secondary convolutional structure maps the
contributions of individual sensors into a unified format [16].
Finally, regardless of the implementation, the communications
between the initiator and delegate should naturally be secured.
This can be accomplished using a secure association mechanism to establish the communication channel and to encrypt
the communications that take place. Social-aware FL assumes
prior trust relationship between the delegate and initiator, but
the security of the mechanism can be further improved by
integrating a mechanism on the initiator to detect possible
malicious updates, e.g., by examining prediction performance
before and after the update [17].

diverse sensor measurements as sensor data is an important
source of data for emerging AI models and as the data they
provide is highly heterogeneous
Experimental Design and Methodology: Our study consists
of two parts. The first part uses a Vickrey auction [18] and
the second part is designed following a between-subjects
methodology with two conditions: detached and attached.
In the detached condition, the initiator hands out tasks to
another user who is then given a fixed compensation (1e).
The attached condition is otherwise the same but the initiator
can freely choose to keep a fraction of the compensation,
and the remainder is distributed to the person carrying out
the task. In both conditions, the initiator is always the same
and the only difference is how the compensation from the
incentive mechanism is shared with the social contact acting
as a delegate. The monetary compensation is given once the
execution of the task is completed. Tasks that are handed out
to others can be accepted or declined by the receiving party.
If the task is rejected, it goes back to the initiator so that it
can be handed out to others. Tasks that are accepted cannot
be handed out again to avoid recurring tasks.
Application prototype: We implemented a mobile application
for the study that allows the user to perform tasks or to
distribute them to other users. The app is designed as a web
application, implemented using the Adalo platform, and can be
executed on any smartphone. The app uses notifications and
alarms to make the participants aware about tasks received
from other users. The app also integrates a database that
captures the interactions of users with the tasks, e.g., rejecting
a task, accepting a task, and task execution time.
Apparatus and task: We used three different smartphone
models. Each smartphone is assigned to a specific task depending on the sensors it has: iPhone (HDR camera), Caterpillar
CAT S61 (thermal camera), and Redmi Note 8 (air quality).
We consider both generic tasks that can be performed on
any device and specific tasks that can only be performed on
devices having the appropriate sensor or other instrumentation.
As generic task we consider GPS location, and as specific
tasks we consider high-resolution imaging, thermal imaging
and air quality monitoring, in line with the devices considered
in the experiment. All tasks are listed in each smartphone, and
participants use the application to complete them individually
or by handing out the task to another participant. The nature
of the tasks effectively corresponds to a vertical federated
learning scenario [2] as the devices do not necessarily share
the same feature space. We chose this type of scenario as it is
representative of FL scenarios for smart devices and as it is a
scenario that benefits from collaboration.
Participants: We recruited 30 participants for the experiment.
The participants were divided into groups of three to test
social-aware collaboration. The participants are of different nationalities and were recruited through mailing lists and social
media posts. As the study was designed as a between-subjects
study, this means that 15 users (5 groups of 3) were allocated
to both experimental conditions. To ensure the experiment
involved social connections, we mentioned that the experiment
was a group experiment that required three participants who

IV. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
We study the potential of social collaboration in federated
learning by conducting an experiment that evaluates the user’s
perceptions of collaboration, their willingness to hand out or
to execute tasks, and the valuations that the users place on
different tasks. We focus on tasks that involve training on
3

Fig. 1: Design alternatives to extend federated learning with social-aware capabilities, (1) Classical federated learning, (2)
Social-aware over a decentralized FL architecture, (3) Social-aware over a centralized FL architecture.

share relationships to jointly test a social application and the
participants were encouraged to bring along another person
they know who they will pair with for the testing. Most
participants came with friends, acquaintances, colleagues, or
flatmates. When participants were unknown to each other,
trust was ensured firstly by not using the personal device of
the individual but rather one provided by the researcher, and
secondly, by stating early during the experiment the reward
obtained by participating, which has been used in other studies
to encourage engagement in collaborative activities [19].

won the auction at least once.
The second part (Phase-2) introduces the participants to the
mobile application. The researcher responsible for conducting
the study explained the mobile application’s functionality to
the participants, who were given time to familiarize themselves with the application. Next, the three smartphones were
distributed among the people in a group. Participants were
then presented with tasks they needed to perform, and they
were given 5 minutes to perform the them. We presented four
tasks, one for each of the four sensors (HDR camera, thermal
camera, air quality sensor, and GPS), to the participants and
ask them to complete the task or to distribute it to another
user. Given the differences in functionality and the design of
the experiment, participants were able to carry out two tasks
by themselves (GPS and the one task for which they had the
right sensor on their device) and the two other tasks always
required delegating the task to others. Once the experiment is
finished, the smartphone was collected back and participants
were compensated with a monetary reward for performing the
tasks. To get the compensation, we stated at the beginning of
the experiment that at least three tasks should be completed.
If the participants did not finish the tasks, no compensation
was given. The overall experiment lasted around 30 minutes.
Additionally, a tea/coffee mug was given to each participant
at the end of the experiment.

Procedure: The study procedure is summarized in Figure 2
and is split into two parts. Prior to start the study, the recruited
participants are assigned into a group. Each group is allocated
to either one of the two experimental conditions (detached
or attached) following a counterbalanced design. In the first
part of the study (Phase-1), participants are pre-conditioned
(or primed) to calibrate their valuations of different sensor
data. This is done to ensure that people have reasonable
understanding of the costs and valuations associated with the
different data, which forms their basis for deciding how to
split the payments in the detached condition. The priming was
achieved using a second-price Vickrey auction. We relied on
this type of auction as it captures the most realistic perceptions
of valuations from users over time [18]. After participants
understood the auction type and signed a consent form, they
were presented with a list of 20 distinct sensing tasks. Each
sensing task focused on a different sensor to allow people
to understand the potential task and to establish a valuation
for tasks with diverse requirements. The sensors that were
considered in the task were: camera, Bluetooth, microphone,
GPS, humidity sensor, thermal camera, temperature sensor,
touch sensor, and WiFi. Bids were elicited using questions that
linked the sensor with a specific application. As an example,
in one task the participants were asked "how much would
you take to perform a task requiring the use of your phone’s
microphone to record a five-second sound clip to measure
noise level in your current room". Participants then wrote
their bids privately on a piece of paper. A researcher collected
the bids and announced the winner. The first phase of the
experiment concluded once every participant in the group had

V. R ESULTS
A. Results of Priming Experiment
In the priming phase, in total 100 bidding rounds were
executed and 297 bids were received. Figure 3a shows the
distribution of the bid values. We applied a multivariate outlier
detection (based on Mahalanobis distance) to remove bid
values at both extremes (i.e., among the smallest and largest).
Figure 3a-1 shows the overall distribution of the bids and 3a-2
shows the resulting distribution after the outliers are removed.
The results show that initially many users place higher bids,
but rapidly re-calibrated and started to accept lower valued
bids as they were exposed to other user’s bids.
We also separately assessed how privacy considerations factor into the user’s valuations. Previous studies have shown that
4

Fig. 2: Overview of the experimental procedure (Phase 1 and Phase 2)

B. Results from Application Use

across the two conditions and roles (the values correspond to
the test statistic of the Anderson-Darling test which measures
similarity of distributions). When the user acts as initiator,
the payments are higher for self completion, suggesting that
users are willing to carry out the tasks themselves – at least
in exchange of compensation. No differences are found across
the two conditions, suggesting that whether people can keep
parts of the other user’s compensation or otherwise does not
affect the user’s willingness to carry out the task themselves. In
contrast, when the user acts as task executor, the distributions
of payments depend heavily on the condition with the user’s
more likely to take advantage of social collaboration whenever
they can keep some of the payment (detached: 13.10, attached:
4.52). Overall, the results thus show that the compensation
mechanism has desired impact on the payment structure,
also that payment structure affects how willing people are to
take advantage of social collaboration with the best results
obtained when both the task initiator and task executor can be
compensated for their effort.

Earnings in the two conditions: We first assess the earnings
of the participants across the two conditions: attached and
detached. As the attached condition resulted in the payment
being split between the initiator and the task executor, we
would expect the detached condition to result in higher overall
payment. The results also confirm this but only show a
marginal difference. Specifically, Figure 3c shows that the difference is merely 0.60e between the two conditions (detached:
mean = 3.00e, SD = 1.18, attached: mean = 2.40e, SD =
1.21). A Mann-Whitney U-test confirmed that no significance
was found between the conditions (U = 114, p > 0.05).
This result thus shows that the experimental design worked
as intended and that the splitting the payments resulted in
a marginal loss of compensation. The payment differences
were dependent on the role that the person was acting as.
We also compared the similarity of the payment distributions

Task completion: Figure 3d shows the earnings per task for
the two conditions. The total earnings in the attached condition
are smaller for most tasks, also for generic tasks that could
be executed on any device, suggesting that the compensation
structure also had some influence on user’s willingness to
execute tasks. Figure 3e, in turn, compares the total number
of tasks that were outsourced and the number of tasks that
were accepted for execution or rejected by the person receiving
them. The detached condition resulted in higher number of
tasks being outsourced. Of these tasks, roughly the same
number were accepted as in the attached condition, indicating
that task executors were more likely to reject the task when
they only receive partial payment. The results thus show,
on one hand, that giving a compensation to the initiator is
necessary to ensure as many tasks as possible are outsourced.
On the other hand, the results show that the payment structure

privacy implications of sensors affect user’s perceptions [20]
and thus we would expect to see these also reflected in the
bids. However, also other factors have been shown to affect
users, e.g., resource consumption is an important determinant.
To isolate the effects of privacy, we chose three sensors
that have similarly high resource consumption but different
privacy implications: GPS (Personal), Camera (Public) and
Microphone (Social). Figure 3b shows the overall distribution
of the task valuations for these sensors. The valuations reflect
differences in privacy implications, which can be observed
both from the mean valuations and the variance of the bids.
The average valuations are 10.00e for GPS, 5.00e for camera,
and 5.00e for microphone. As the relative ordering reflects the
differences in privacy, the results of the bids are in line with
previous findings, suggesting that the valuations resulting from
the priming experiment are realistic.
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Fig. 3: [a-b] Priming results of Phase 1, a) Auction priming and bidding performed by participants, b) Quantifiable valuate of
tasks based on sensor type and privacy data considerations. [c-f] Results of hand out tasks using our prototype application in
Phase 2, c) Distribution of earnings in both conditions, d) Earnings obtained per each task in the experiment, both conditions,
e) Dissected actions of outsourced tasks and f) Influence of device usage when performing tasks.

VI. D ISCUSSION

has to be carefully designed to motivate those receiving the
tasks to accept and execute the tasks also.

Stakeholders and adoption: Our experiments demonstrated
that social mechanism can improve acceptance rate from the
user’s perceptive. Our method can be generalized not just
to FL contexts, e.g., it can also be used to improve data
collection in crowdsensing and crowdsourcing platforms. Our
social mechanism to divide the compensation to execute a task
(from finding the best suitor to task execution) can supplement
existing platforms and provide new opportunities to augment
the scope of data collection.

Device usage: Next, we analyze whether the device type
influences the outsourcing of tasks in the two conditions.
Figure 3f shows that for the generic tasks not much differences
can be observed. In contrast, for the specific tasks a clear
difference can be observed depending on the task, device,
and condition. On the CAT S61 and the Redmi smartphones,
users were willing to execute more tasks than on the iPhone.
This can potentially be explained by privacy considerations
(see below) and the differences in tasks completions also
support this view. Specifically, in line with the valuations in
the priming experiment, tasks with higher impact on personal
privacy were less likely to be executed (i.e., the generic GPS
task) than tasks involving social or public privacy sphere. The
differences may also result from perceptions of the devices
and the data. For example, thermal images often appear less
privacy intrusive than HDR images. As for the conditions, for
the thermal imaging task (i.e., CAT S61) no differences could
be observed. For the air quality task (i.e., Redmi), a higher
number of tasks were executed in the attached than in the
detached condition, whereas for the HDR imaging the result
was reversed. The differences in the HDR imaging task mirror
the differences in the number of tasks that were outsourced in
the two conditions and thus the difference is likely simply a
result of higher number of tasks being possible to execute. In
contrast, the result for the air quality task suggests that people
were likely more prone to rejecting air quality monitoring tasks
that were outsourced with partial compensation.

Room for improvement: We demonstrated how social connections can be harnessed to increase the rate of contributions
in federated learning. This is particularly useful in scenarios
where users lack a specific sensor or where they temporarily
run low of resources. Our core focus was on exploring user
perceptions, further work is needed to quantify the effects on
overall performance of the FL models. This would require
running the experiment for several rounds as the performance
of federated learning depends on the number of samples that
are provided and their capability to represent the overall distribution of data. When multiple clients provide data, a smaller
amount of rounds is usually sufficient as the inclusion of data
from different clients improves coverage of the overall data
distribution. We are also interested in performing performance
analysis focused on extracting system-oriented metrics such as
the amount of data transfer, training payload, training time per
device, and the number of rounds for model convergence.
Autonomous social agents: Social relations can be exploited
by agents to automatize the outsourcing of a task to social
connections. Digital agents assigning tasks on behalf of a user
6

can be useful to perform optimal decisions for assigning tasks
to social connections. It is also possible that the execution of
a task can be performed solely by agents interacting through
social connections. For instance, one agent can request another
agent to measure the air quality of a room while the users are
unaware of this interaction. Naturally, this can also open back
doors to possible cyber-attacks if the digital agent of a user is
compromised. To mitigate this problem, block-chain and smart
contract solutions can be adopted.
Potential applications: Besides the large number of applications that can rely on FL support [2], it is also possible
to envision new use cases and applications that require the
social intervention of users to improve models. For instance,
to speed up the convergence of models to accurately detect
new illnesses, e.g., COVID-19, digital contact tracing applications can benefit from obtaining representative samples from
infected individuals through social connections.
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VII. S UMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We proposed extending federated learning with social collaborative features to boost training contributions, particularly
in situations where contributors lack the means to contribute
themselves (e.g., lack of required sensor). We studied the
potential and the limitations of social-aware collaboration
through a user study with N = 30 participants and two
conditions (attached and detached) and showed that individuals are indeed willing to contribute, but that the degree of
contributions depends on the way the incentives to contribute
are structured. Giving the people outsourcing the task a
compensation results in the highest number of task requests,
but can decrease the number of tasks that are accepted by
those receiving the tasks – unless the incentives account
for this. Our work paves the way towards integrating social
collaboration into federated learning and offers insights into
the design of effective compensation mechanisms for boosting
the contributions to federated learning applications.
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